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PUBLIC DEFENDER INDEPENDENCE
Independence is an aspiration for public defenders. It is the ability to advocate for clients without interference by government
overseers. Two of the biggest obstacles to independence are a lack of funding and excessive cases. However, even when those
are addressed, public defenders face scrutiny from funding authorities who may disapprove of advocacy for systemic change
on behalf of clients. That disapproval can result in punishment, including termination of chief defenders. This is because
such reforms cost governments money and expedience in the short term, even though they can ultimately save money and
support justice. There are constitutional protections for public defenders who speak out about systemic reforms. This article
explains what can be done legally and practically to protect defenders from retaliation when those political disputes arise. After
surveying the current system, the article provides five case studies of chief defenders who were challenged for their actions.
It lists structural, cultural, and legal remedies to protect public defenders. Those include supportive oversight, alliances with
the community, engaging in politics, messaging in the media, adopting holistic practices, and litigation. The pervasive, but
understudied, issue of public defenders facing retaliation for speaking out is examined in both a legal and historical context.
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*26 INTRODUCTION
Public defenders are salaried lawyers of an organization whose mission is to zealously represent criminal defendants unable
to afford counsel. In theory, public defenders are the best lawyers to represent poor defendants. They specialize in criminal
defense. They work in combination with other lawyers, investigators, administrators, and social workers. Their remuneration
is not dependent upon the volume of cases they handle. Like a large law firm, with many specialties and skills that support one
another, a public defender office is stronger than the sum of its parts.
However, there are three reasons that public defenders are criticized as appointed lawyers. First, public defender offices are often
underfunded. Second, public defenders frequently have too many cases. Third, they are not independent of political influence.
*27 There has been much study and reporting about the underfunding and excessive cases given to public defenders. 1 These

deficiencies have been dominant in public defense from its beginning until the present. 2 It is generally agreed that providing
adequate funds and introducing workload limits will solve those problems. 3

Achieving independence is more complicated than merely adding money and work boundaries. Anytime a chief defender
considers taking a position in conflict with their organization's funding and governing authority, it creates a potentially adverse
political influence that can harm the organization and cost the chief defender their job. In this context, independence means
being able to speak out about those political issues without fear of retaliation.
The lack of independence among public defenders from their oversight authorities is pervasive throughout the United States, and
yet there has been little recognition of the problem. As will be seen below, public defenders have constitutional protections to
speak out about issues such as a lack of funding, excessive cases, and systemic issues like bail reform. Politicians, administrators,
judges, and prosecutors have misunderstood these citizen speech rights, and have retaliated against chief public defenders for
legitimately speaking up for their clients and employees.
Public defenders need independence because of the nature of their jobs. They represent criminal defendants. Crimes are acts
which society made illegal because they are immoral or potentially harmful to other citizens. In speaking on behalf of criminal
defendants and asserting their legal rights, public defenders put themselves in opposition to the governments who fund them.
In an adversarial legal system, governments prefer to be seen as advocating for law enforcement and safety rather than criminal
defendants and their lawyers.
I. THE CURRENT SYSTEM
When the United States Supreme Court issued Gideon v. Wainwright in 1963, the justices made no effort to suggest in what
form public defense should be provided. It required only that when a person is charged with a felony, the charging jurisdiction
must pay for a lawyer if the defendant cannot *28 afford one. 4 The opinion left many questions about how to administer that
process. Various experiments both preceded and followed Gideon. The public defender model has existed in many variations
since the beginning of the twentieth century. 5

Every state and the federal government has its own criminal laws and procedures. Within states, most public defense systems
vary from county to county. In Texas, there are 254 counties, and each has a separate public defense system. Some jurisdictions
appoint private attorneys on a contract basis. 6 Others manage private attorneys through a central administration. 7 Some have
public defenders, but the default method throughout America is for individual judges to pick the private lawyers they appoint
to defendants in their courts. In some places, those lawyers may have no other qualification than a law license.
Gideon did not create the concept of public defenders. Los Angeles had a public defender as early as 1914. 8 Travis County

(Austin), Texas, home of one of America's fastest growing cities, only established a public defender office in 2020. 9 Those
counties, and others, made the decisions to pay for public defenders. They were not legally required to; but based on research
and advice they came to the conclusion that a public defender office was an appropriate response to their constitutional duty to
© 2022 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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appoint counsel. Those governments influenced how the offices were set up and staffed, and who would lead them. That power
to oversee public defenders continues, especially when those offices seek an annual budget, or when the chief is reviewed. 10

Most public defender offices receive government funding, either because they are government entities, or indirectly through
contracts or grants. When funding is withheld from defenders, or when their positions are threatened by government action,
there may be cognizable claims of retaliation.
In Flora v. County of Luzerne, the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit found that a chief public defender could
bring a lawsuit over his termination when his county-employer fired him for speaking out. 11 The *29 basis for the termination
was for filing a class action lawsuit against the county. The chief alleged inadequate funding and staffing at the public defender
office, and also raised the issue that the local courts had failed to process expungements ordered by the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court. 12 He argued his firing was retaliation for speaking out.

In finding the chief defender had a cause of action, the Third Circuit distinguished a previous United States Supreme Court case,
Garcetti v. Cabellos, holding that public employees could be fired over statements made “pursuant to official duties.” 13 In that
case, the Supreme Court nullified the free speech rights of public employees by applying the government speech doctrine to
them whenever they speak pursuant to their official duties. 14

The plaintiff in Garcetti was an assistant district attorney who wrote a “disposition memo” about defects in a criminal case that

his office refused to dismiss. 15 The defense later called the prosecutor as a witness. The prosecutor received position transfers
he perceived as punishment for his actions. 16 He filed a grievance and then sued. The Supreme Court found that it was part of
his official duties to write the memo, placing it outside of citizen speech, and therefore, unprotected by the First Amendment. 17
The case is troubling, particularly because it means a government attorney has no protection from discipline when he is trying
to follow the constitutional and ethical obligations of his job.

The test in Garcetti has been defined in three parts: (1) if the statement was made as part of the government employee's official
duties, it is not protected; (2) if the subject matter of the statement is not a public concern, it is not protected; and (3) if the
statement disrupts or interferes with the government employer's mission, protection may be denied. 18

In Flora, the Third Circuit found that neither filing a lawsuit nor pointing out the expungement problems were part of the chief
defender's official duties. 19 In other words, speaking out--although during working hours-is not necessarily part of a defender's
official duties, even if the topics involve the subject of public defense. Governments do not hire employees to publicly criticize
them-which is how chief public defenders sometimes run into trouble with their employers.
*30 Alternatively, a public defender who was fired for denigrating his clients would have no claim to a free speech defense
under Garcetti. It meets no element of the three-part test. Keeping client confidences is part of a public defender's official
duties; attorney-client relationships are not public concerns; and breaching those confidences would be highly disruptive to the
functioning of a public defender office. Similarly, an assistant public defender who was fired for complaining to others at work
about his transfer within the office had no claim of retaliation because the internal transfer was not a public concern. 20

In another case, the United States Supreme Court held that a court-appointed lawyer does not engage in state action in their

representation of appointed criminal defendants. 21 In Polk County v. Dodson, the Court stated, “[t]here can be no fair trial unless

the accused receives the services of an effective and independent advocate.” 22 The term “advocate” implies speech. 23 The term
“independent” implies they are not government-controlled duties. Public defenders have free speech rights and governments
may be liable for retaliating against them when they speak up on matters of public importance that are not part of their official
duties. 24

Public defenders, while paid by the government, are presumed to speak for their clients in court. 25 When they are speaking
up for clients beyond those official duties they have citizen speech rights. Thus, “the state cannot ‘buy’ the public defender's
speech to promote a message different from providing criminal defendants constitutionally sufficient--meaning loyal, effective,
and independent--representation.” 26
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Dividing the political obstacles to independence into categories is not to imply they are not interrelated. A lack of funds becomes
a political influence when public defenders--usually through their chief public defender--petition, lobby, or sue their oversight
authority for resources. The same occurs when the chief defender refuses new appointments to the office because lawyers are
already overloaded and can no longer provide effective assistance of counsel. 27 Even when neither resources nor workloads
are at issue, political influences can damage public defender offices.
In other words, when public defenders are fighting for assets merely *31 to survive, other policy concerns get less attention. 28
If resources and workloads reach reasonable levels, the principle of independence takes on a different meaning. When public
defenders have the time and money to promote systemic change there are additional challenges.
Independence is a fundamental American value. The Declaration of Independence preceded the United States Constitution
by almost two decades. Independence for public defenders means being able to take policy positions that have consequences
beyond representing a single client in a case. However, those positions may diverge from, or even contradict those of, funding
agencies, oversight entities, or politicians. 29

For instance, when a public defender office is part of government it is typically funded by the same officials who pay for
prosecutors and law enforcement agencies. In responding to challenges among those priorities, public defenders can face threats
of termination, potentially decreased funding, and higher caseloads. It is a relationship dependent upon the support of those
who may not always share the same mission. 30

It is the nature of the adversarial legal system that not only are prosecutors and police the opponents of defense lawyers and
their clients in their individual cases, but they also are regarding larger policy issues. If the government overseers do not balance
the needs of each, it will result in unequal and lower funding for public defense. 31 One reason this may have received little
previous discussion, is that those inside such a system often fail to see such imbalances. 32

Even nonprofit public defender organizations depend on grants and government funding to support operations. For example,
the nonprofit, The Bronx Defenders, was threatened with loss of its $20 million contract with New York City after two of its

lawyers participated in a video protesting the killing of Eric Garner at the hands of police. 33 As a settlement for promoting the
alleged “anti-police” video, the lawyers were forced to resign. 34

When a public defender speaks out in favor of a lawsuit or protests *32 against the same government that employs or funds
her, it is likely to raise questions from government officials. What is the extent of that lawyer's right to speak about an issue that
will benefit her clients, but may cost the government money? What is the balance among financial concerns, expedience, and

justice that will allow public defenders to work independently? This article attempts to answer those questions. 35 The type of
political issues that can endanger chief public defenders are often systemic challenges. Bail reform or reducing fines and fees
are two examples. Taking a position that ultimately benefits their clients, but can also cost their local government millions of
dollars, may jeopardize public defenders' positions. Often, the chief's job is at-will, or is an appointment for a term. There may
be little due process or transparency in replacing a chief public defender.
An example of how quickly a political issue can escalate occurred in the mid-1990s when the United States Congress cut off

funding for death penalty resource centers. 36 These offices provided post-conviction habeas corpus litigation on behalf of
defendants sentenced to death in state courts around the country. Many congressional members were upset by their success
and worked together to get the offices shut down to look tough on the death penalty. In response, New York Times columnist
Anthony Lewis wrote:
The right to a competent lawyer is the mark of a civilized society. I know of no action by the radical Republicans as uncivilized,
as indecent as this one. It reminds me of what Joseph N. Welch said to Senator Joseph McCarthy: “Until this moment, Senator,
I think I never really gauged your cruelty or your recklessness.” 37

Congress seeking to disband the centers were not the only political actors attempting to overturn a portion of the public defender
system. In New York City, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani terminated the city's contract with the Legal Aid Society because their
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lawyers staged walk outs to pressure the city government to increase their wages. 38 It took over a year, and the creation of
alternative defender offices, to fully reestablish the city's public defender system. 39

Vague claims of impropriety or mismanagement may cloud the real *33 motives for changing a chief or punishing an
organization. For example, in 2009, Maryland fired its chief defender, allegedly because she refused to implement staff changes
requested by her board, which she described as “unlawful and wrong.” 40 This was likely part of a broader policy disagreement.
In related correspondence, her board chairman stated that it was not the job of public defenders to “rehabilitate and life assist”
clients. 41 Lacking a more public process, it was difficult to know the actual reason for her termination.

This type of political independence is parallel to, but different from, independence of individual lawyers to make decisions on

behalf of each client. 42 Legal precedent 43 and rules of professional responsibility 44 are designed to protect criminal defense
lawyers from the influence of judges and others that might inhibit zealous representation of their individual clients, 45 such as

cutting their fees. 46 Although those tenets require vigilance, 47 at least they are documented. Most rights, even those recognized
as constitutionally protected, are not self-enforcing and demand the persistence of lawyers. 48 Those issues of independence

are typically between individual lawyers and the judges who appoint them or oversee the work they do in court. 49 Although
they can be representative of larger policy issues, they are focused on a result in an individual case. The right and ability to
argue for systemic change is not so clearly articulated.
It is difficult enough for each lawyer with individual cases to make sure the rules, laws and constitutions are enforced. Judges
cannot assume that role for them. Almost 90 years ago, the United States Supreme Court *34 stated:
But how can a judge, whose fonctions are purely judicial, effectively discharge the obligations of counsel for the accused? He
can and should see to it that in the proceedings before the court the accused shall be dealt with justly and fairly. He cannot
investigate the facts, advise and direct the defense, or participate in those necessary conferences between counsel and accused
which sometimes partake of the inviolable character of the confessional. 50

Lawyer and journalist, Amy Bach, described a courtroom scene in a rural Georgia county that is emblematic of the precarious
role of individual public defenders. 51 A single lawyer was paid by the county to represent all poor criminal defendants on a
part-time basis. He was overworked, underpaid and could have been easily replaced by another lawyer. He barely had time to
talk to clients the morning of their court dates and otherwise huddled with the judge and prosecutor at the bench while others
in the courtroom could not hear the proceedings. 52

The day she observed this, Bach was accompanied by Stephen Bright. At the time, Bright was president and senior counsel at
the Southern Center for Human Rights and taught at Harvard and Yale law schools. He stood up in the gallery and in a booming
voice requested that the judge speak up so all could hear. The judge either realized who he was or was at least influenced by
the strength of his advocacy and appearance. The judge spoke audibly to all present for the rest of the day. 53 The story is
instructive regarding the actions of those involved. The defense lawyer either never considered asking the judge to speak up or
thought better of it. He was dependent upon the judge for his compensation and careful not to upset her. The judge was satisfied
with the lack of transparency because it promoted efficiency. It was only when a strong presence came from outside the system,
not beholden to the court, that the procedure changed, even if only for that day. As the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit stated 60 years ago, “We consider undivided loyalty of appointed counsel to client as essential to due process.” 54
Judges are regarded respect, but clients are owed loyalty. 55

Journalist Radley Balko distinguished between the dilemmas faced by individual public defenders and the policy matters
confronting chiefs:
*35 In fact, public advocacy is especially important for a chief public defender, because there are also strong incentives that
keep defense attorneys from reporting the systemic problems they experience day to day. If you're a public defender who notices
prosecutorial misconduct or if you encounter a judge who sets unusually high bail amounts, speaking out on those problems
could make it a lot more difficult to do your job. If you report a prosecutor for misconduct (complaints that almost always go
nowhere), that prosecutor may not offer your other clients favorable plea bargains. And of course, no lawyer wants to get on
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the bad side of a judge. So as the head of the office, a chief public defender can bring attention to these problems in a way that
attorneys on the front lines often can't. 56

This article focuses on the broader policy considerations that are in the interest of public defenders and their clients generally.
Those are the issues which challenge the economic and public safety policies of their governments and controlling authorities. A
lack of funding or too many cases has led to lawsuits either filed by public defenders or on their behalf by outside organizations.
Less attention has been paid to political issues, beyond funding and case volume. Although the goals for policy and those for
individual clients sometimes come into conflict, for the most part, a public defender office can pursue policy goals without
disadvantaging individual clients. 57

A lack of funding and too many cases, usually act in unison to the detriment of public defenders. 58 Too little money means
that it is difficult to hire a sufficient number of competent lawyers and staff. That leads directly to those lawyers having more
cases than they can effectively handle. Funding does not just mean compensating the lawyers, but also paying for necessary
resources like experts and investigation. 59 Responding to these problems is both a political and legal issue. It is arguably an
ethical duty. 60 Public defenders may request, lobby, protest, or sue for relief. Sometimes, the complaints come from outside
groups who seek to hold the public defenders and their funding authorities accountable in court. 61

Many reports and studies call for “full funding” of indigent defense without explaining what that means. While there are

geographic and *36 jurisdictional differences, the formulas for those costs are not a mystery. 62 Most of a public defender
office's costs are for personnel. The lawyers, investigators, social workers, and administrative staff should at least be paid
comparably with persons holding similar positions at the prosecutor's office. Benefits should also be the same.
Non-personnel costs are overhead, including rent, furniture, supplies, equipment, books, training and travel, Internet and related
services (e.g., electronic legal research), and case costs (e.g., experts, translation, reports). Such expenses are fairly easy to
calculate and to predict based upon the estimated number of cases the office will receive.
Louisiana has a poor history of adequately funding and staffing public defender offices. 63 Louisiana public defenders are
divided by judicial districts made up of one or more parishes--the equivalent of counties. 64 There are districts that have only

a single public defender for all their cases. 65 The offices are overseen by a statewide board, but much of each office's funding
comes from the revenue of fines, fees, and traffic tickets in their jurisdiction. 66 This has created severe funding gaps. 67 A

public defender who formerly led that board said, “It's a really unreliable and mercurial source of funding.” 68 The context of
his statement was about the New Orleans chief public defender's decision to begin refusing some cases in 2007 and again in
2012. The lack of funding corresponded to a dearth of lawyers to effectively represent all appointed clients. With a budget that
is a third of the district attorney's and caseloads twice or more national standards, Orleans Public Defenders frequently struggles

for adequate funding. 69 The Louisiana Supreme Court agreed with that analysis as far back as 1993, 70 *37 but more recently
the court has been an obstacle to reform. 71

When the office began refusing cases again in 2016, 72 it was sued by the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) for violating
its duty to provide effective assistance of counsel. 73 Although, this type of lawsuit is typically welcomed by the public defenders
who are sued, it is only because they hope the result will be additional funding. 74 Otherwise, it merely creates more tension
between defenders and their oversight authority. 75

Elsewhere, the Wyoming Supreme Court held that their judges could not force public defenders to take more cases than they
could handle, but other than preventing them from being held in contempt, no relief was provided for the systemic problem of
unfunded mandates. 76 One Attorney General of the United States weighed in on the issues of underfunded and overworked
public defenders in the State of Washington. In a federal court pleading, the Department of Justice urged:

First, a public defender must have the authority to decline appointments over the caseload limit. Second, caseload limits are no
replacement for a careful analysis of a public defender's workload, a concept that takes into account all of the factors affecting
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a public defender's ability to adequately represent clients, such as the complexity of cases on a defender's docket, the defender's
skill and experience, the support services available to the defender, and the defender's other duties. 77

Local authorities are not as vocal in supporting public defense because it gets less attention than law enforcement and other
funding needs. Thus, the extent to which states and localities are succeeding in fulfilling the promise of the constitutional right
to counsel “varies widely.” 78

Workloads, not merely case maximums, must be calculated in each jurisdiction. Some states, like Texas and Missouri, have

completed workload *38 studies. 79 Only workload studies can determine how much an assistant public defender can
reasonably take on to ensure they are still providing effective assistance of counsel. The American Bar Association's (ABA)
Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility issued a formal opinion in 2006 that stated in part:
If workload prevents a lawyer from providing competent and diligent representation to existing clients, she must not accept
new clients. If the clients are being assigned through a court appointment system, the lawyer should request that the court not
make any new appointments. Once the lawyer is representing a client, the lawyer must move to withdraw from representation
if she cannot provide competent and diligent representation .... Lawyer supervisors, including heads of defenders' offices and
those within such offices having intermediate managerial responsibilities, must make reasonable efforts to ensure that the other
lawyers in the office conform to the Rules of Professional Conduct. 80

In his seminal book on the subject, Securing Reasonable Caseloads: Ethics and Law in Public Defense, the late Dean Norman
Lefstein did the math. 81 He calculated that there were about 255-258 workdays a year. Assuming a defender took minimal
sick leave or vacation and worked beyond a normal 40-hour week, he or she might have as many as 1850 hours per year to
spend on cases. Under those circumstances, an attorney with 311 cases in a year could devote all of six hours to each client's

case. 82 However, in the nation's largest 100 counties, an appointed lawyer handles an average of 530 cases annually. 83 That
is only three-and-a-half hours of work per case.
Many overloaded public defenders have more than 530 serious felony cases in a year. This number also includes no time for
continuing legal education, administrative tasks and assisting others on their cases. No overloaded lawyer has time to work on
bail reform, reducing fines and fees, legislative work, or much else. Forcing defenders to take too many cases serves several
purposes-- short term cost savings, expedited case processing, and creating obstacles to reforming the system. The result is
injustice. In 2002, the ABA issued its Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System; the very first principle stated:
The public defense function, including the selection, funding, and payment of defense counsel, is independent. The public
defense function *39 should be independent from political influence and subject to judicial supervision only in the same
manner and to the same extent as retained counsel. To safeguard independence and to promote efficiency and quality of services,
a nonpartisan board should oversee defender, assigned counsel, or contract systems. Removing oversight from the judiciary
ensures judicial independence from undue political pressures and is an important means of furthering the independence of public
defense. The selection of the chief defender and staff should be made on the basis of merit, and recruitment of attorneys should
involve special efforts aimed at achieving diversity in attorney staff. 84

This recommendation reflects unanimity among public defense providers, and those who study them, that political independence
in public defense is a priority. However, the ABA has no power to enforce the principles and they are not self-enforcing. Surveys
“indicated a significant ‘disconnect’ between perceptions regarding adherence to each Principle and the reality of everyday
practice.” 85

The National Association for Public Defense (NAPD), is the nation's largest organization committed solely to public defense. 86
The NAPD's Principle 2: Public Defense Must Be Independent of Judicial and Political Control is similar to ABA's Principle
One, and states in part:
The fair administration of justice requires that representation by lawyers be free from real or perceived inappropriate influence.
Representation should be without political influence and subject to judicial supervision only in the same manner and to the
same extent as are prosecutors and attorneys m private practice. 87
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The NAPD's principle is less specific than the ABA's but has a broader reach. By warning against even “perceived inappropriate
influence,” it covers situations in which those in power--be they judges, prosecutors, or others-- imply that public defenders will
be rewarded or punished for doing their jobs. It is only when that implied threat is removed that there is actual independence.
Take the recommendation that judges should supervise public defense lawyers to the same extent as retained counsel. Judges

sometimes simply refuse to appoint public defenders, 88 or to appoint any lawyers at *40 all. 89 Some judges are unwilling
to relinquish control of both how and when court appointments are made. 90

Although instances of judicial overreach affect all criminal defense lawyers, 91 The ABA's Principle One does not account for
the fact that public defenders also deal with judges on systemic policy issues affecting defense work--issues in which judges
have considerable authority to decide on their own.
For example, judges may influence policy in a manner that the ADA's Principle One clearly rejects, such as which particular

assistant public defenders may practice in their courts. 92 In contrast, judges do not pick which retained lawyers work in their

courts because a defendant's choice of retained counsel is constitutionally protected from judicial interference. 93 Retained
private lawyers usually deal with judges only in individual cases and rarely encounter the disparity of authority in negotiating
these broader policy issues.
Recently, the ABA has considered updating the Ten Principles. Slimmed down, but substantially the same, amended Principle
One is proposed as follows:
Public Defense Providers and their lawyers should be independent of political influence and subject to judicial supervision only
in the same manner and to the same extent as retained counsel and the prosecutor. To safeguard independence and promote
effective and competent representation, a nonpartisan board should oversee the Public Defense Provider. The selection of the
head of the Public Defense Provider, as well as lawyers and staff, should be made on the basis of merit and achieving diversity
(notes omitted). 94

One significant addition in the proposal, is a reminder to judges to not supervise public defenders (and other appointed counsel)
differently than they would supervise prosecutors. As with retained lawyers, judges typically do not get to decide which
prosecutors work in their court. This principle seeks to avoid a tendency in some courts to treat hired lawyers and prosecutors
with more deference than those who are appointed by those courts to represent defendants.
*41 The more subservient one's role, the less independent one is likely to be viewed and treated. Judges who select, monitor,
and pay lawyers can be presumed to treat those lawyers as dependent upon them--and potentially as opponents when they speak
up. 95 Independence, however, is more likely to engender respect.

There has always been cognitive dissonance for judges overseeing court appointed lawyers. They often complain about doing
the work of its administration, particularly reviewing payment vouchers of private appointed lawyers. 96 Yet, the same judges
are loathe to relinquish that responsibility, as if it would somehow reduce their role or stature.
When judges do mistreat public defenders, they rarely face consequences. Recently, in Arkansas, a judge was censured after

he implied on two different occasions to public defenders that their clients should plead guilty. 97 In both of these cases the
defenders were women. In one instance, it was during a trial in which it was clear to all in attendance the judge was unnecessarily
berating the female defender. The case ultimately resulted in an acquittal. After a short suspension and some training, the judge
will return to the bench.
None of the above principles speak to the actions prosecutors take to impede defender independence. In California, a prosecutor
threatened to stop a public defender from using social media to accuse prosecutors of perpetuating racism and police brutality. 98
Another California chief defender was condemned by her district attorney for raising the specter that there was racial disparity
in prosecutions, only to be vindicated later by statistical proof. 99
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In New Orleans, public defenders were “threatened with criminal charges for routine work like interviewing witnesses or

obtaining records.” 100 The rules of professional responsibility generally address these issues, but because public defenders are
so vulnerable to such attacks, there should be specific admonitions against them. It does not take threats of *42 prosecution
to make public defenders feel unguarded. A district attorney in Massachusetts, who was elected as a progressive prosecutor,
derided local public defenders as privileged and uncaring. 101 The district attorney's claims inaccurately stereotyped public
defenders. The statewide defender program defended its lawyers. The district attorney later apologized. 102

Despite the premise, the ABA's Principle One, in either iteration, provides no concrete steps to remove political influences,

except the buffer of a nonpartisan board. 103 However, that is no small point. Having a nonpartisan board--without judges,
prosecutors, or law enforcement--is still not the norm.
One California county had law enforcement representatives on its hiring committee for the chief public defender. A local
criminal defense lawyer said, “That's like having the New England Patriots make draft picks for the Atlanta Falcons.” 104

Another California county put the sheriff on its hiring committee for chief public defender. 105 That county is enmeshed in a
scandal of improperly using jailhouse informants in a facility overseen by that same sheriff. 106

Partisan or not, active judges bring particular problems to a public defender board. Their board function is simply an extension
of their control over individual public defenders in their courtrooms. Instead of merely making rulings and passing judgment,
they influence budget and hiring decisions. Most chief defenders have had the experience of judges suggesting lawyers that
they should hire. Besides applying their own agendas upon the office, judges may also not be representative of the community
the office serves. 107

Even a board made of members with motivations consistent with the *43 office does not assure independence for the chief or
the office. 108 Although it is generally feared that law enforcement goals and judicial expediency will compete with defender
independence, board members who share the office's core mission may still have tactical disputes with the office.
There are usually many potential improvements necessary in any jurisdiction and a board's views about how to achieve them
may not be consistent with the chief or the office itself. History has shown divergent views on the reasons to employ public
defenders, including those who merely want expedience rather than zealous representation. 109
II. CASE STUDIES
It is difficult to know when a chief defender has been punished for speaking out. This is because the systems that regulate
their appointment and conduct are often not clear. Sometimes, the only public knowledge comes from an item in the media
discussing what those outside the process have surmised. When Atlanta's chief public defender was ousted from her job, local

civil rights groups protested that municipal judges wanted her fired for keeping homeless persons out of jail. 110 Little was said
by the city to refute those allegations.
Recent examples, of possible retaliation against defenders occurred in two large Midwest cities. Both involved outspoken female
chief public defenders who had previously taken positions in opposition to their oversight authorities. These were in Hennepin
County (Minneapolis), Minnesota 111 and in Cook County (Chicago), Illinois. 112 In each case, they were not reappointed to
additional terms, without an open process or an explanation.

In other cases, defenders were driven out or were the subject of retaliation. Sometimes a jurisdiction's dispute with a chief
defender is clearly political, and for reasons unrelated to funding or workloads. Two examples with different results were in
Harris County (Houston), Texas *44 and Montgomery County, Pennsylvania. Both were largely influenced by the issue of
bail reform and the chief defender's opposing stance to their employing county.
A. Mystery in Minneapolis
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Two days before Christmas in 2019, Mary Moriarty was indefinitely suspended as chief public defender for Hennepin
County. 113 The announcement came in a text to her from the state's public defender administrator on behalf of the Minnesota

Board of Public Defense. Moriarty had been chief defender since 2014 and with the office since 1990. 114 Aside from a meeting
with a subcommittee of the board the previous week--where no suspension had been discussed--there was no notice for the
action. 115 She was reportedly “baffled” by the decision. 116

The board members were selected by the governor and chief justice of the Minnesota Supreme Court. 117 The board appoints,
regulates, and funds the chief public defenders in each judicial district. For almost three months, the board's only statement about
the suspension was, “Mary Moriarty will be on paid leave pending a review of issues that have been brought to the attention
of members of the Board of Public Defense.” 118

Although the board hired a public relations representative to handle the matter, no comments were issued. “I find it odd that an
organization that has complained about not being sufficiently funded could afford to hire a PR firm,” said local lawyer Jordan
Kushner. 119 Individuals and nonprofit groups supporting Moriarty pointed out that she had been outspoken on public issues,

including public defender salaries. 120 The Minnesota American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) issued a statement that said
in part:
Given all of her contributions, the State Board of Public Defense owes it to the community to explain her suspension and to
ensure that there *45 is a fair and transparent review with sufficient due process. No one should be fired for being speaking
[sic] truth to power. 121

Current employees of the office also responded in support of their chief. 122 Former United States congressman and current
Minnesota Attorney General, Keith Ellison, tweeted that Moriarty is “one of the most principled people I know. I'm concerned
about her treatment; it appears connected to her advocacy for racial justice.” 123

The previous year, the National Center for State Courts issued a report praising the office for its service to clients. 124 The
principle author stated in a separate letter to the Minnesota Board of Public Defense: “This is an impressive set of results.
Simply said, Mary Moriarty runs one of the best public defender offices in the country.” 125 Three months after her suspension,

the board presented Moriarty with a written reprimand and allowed her to return to work. 126 The reprimand listed three items
requiring discipline: (1) a comment about public defender funding, (2) being “non-collaborative” with other agencies, and (3)
use of social media. 127

The letter stated no clear set of facts describing exactly what Moriarty did or did not do. The first item appeared to be about her
response to a county commissioner's question during her budget presentation that the county would be a better source of funding
for her office than the state, something she told the board herself. The “non-collaboration” accusation seemed to be a reference
to her public statements that the county prosecutor had not lived up to promises to end low-level drug prosecutions. 128 The
social media item apparently referred to potential confusion between her private account and office accounts and discussing
racial discrimination and other social issues on office accounts.
When her term as chief public defender came up for renewal later that year, the board simply voted (four to two) not to renew
her and to choose *46 a new chief. There was no formal explanation, although it was preceded by a six-hour public meeting
described in part as follows:
The discussion included an hour of public testimony in support of Moriarty and touched on some of the most intractable problems
in the criminal justice system, such as mass incarceration and racial disparities. In other moments, the discussion felt like a
personal battle between Moriarty and the state's Chief Public Defender Bill Ward. 129

If the reasons for not reappointing her were the same as for the reprimand, then they amounted to speaking out on behalf of
clients and defenders, perhaps more forcefully than the board desired. The exact reasons, and how they were justified, may
never be publicly known. However, about nine months after failing to reappoint her, the board settled with Moriarty over her
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termination for $300,000 130 The settlement did not include her reinstatement. It provided for her retirement and her agreement
not to seek employment with any of Minnesota's public defender offices overseen by the board. While neither side announced
the reason for the settlement, Moriarty implied the dollar amount of the agreement supported the merit of her claim. For the
board, the state's public defender responded that it was a matter of weighing “the costs of settling issues versus the costs involved
with protracted litigation [.]” 131 Once again, there was no official basis stated for anything done to Moriarty. Such a process
leaves open the possibility of merely denigrating an outspoken chief defender, terminating them without a public explanation,
and quietly paying for the issue to go away.
B. The Chicago Way
In Cook County, Illinois, Amy Campanelli was seeking a second six-year term after her initial appointment in 2015. The Chicago
Tribune described her as “well-known for her seemingly boundless energy and fierce advocacy of indigent clients both in and
out of the courtroom.” 132

Cook County has an unusual line of authority over chief public defenders. In Illinois counties with a population of over
1,000,000, “a properly qualified person shall be appointed to the position by the President with the advice and consent of the

Board.” 133 This provision effectively applies only to Cook County. Smaller counties have their chief public defenders chosen
*47 and removed by the judges of the circuit court. 134 DuPage County, Illinois's second largest, is about 80,000 inhabitants
short of having its board president pick the chief defender.

Calling the process “transparent,” Cook County's president picked the selection team. Then she picked the chief's replacement
after getting only two names from her selection committee. Neither were Campanelli. The review of the president's decision was
a vote by county commissioners without any public discussion about the current chief's work, or alternatives to the president's
choice. 135

The Tribune framed the result as “somewhat surprising” and hailed Campanelli's strong advocacy. She had successfully sued
the City of Chicago over denying phone calls to defendants, urged bail reform, promoted immigrants' rights, and championed
other public policy stances. 136

She was a defendant in a lawsuit that named her and the sheriff for failure to protect female assistant public defenders from being

exposed to lewd conduct by jailed clients. The county settled the lawsuit for $14 million, a month before she was replaced. 137
Because of her title it made sense she was listed as a party, but it is difficult to understand what she could have done to solve the
problem, absent taking punitive measures against her own clients. The county board president denied that the lawsuit affected
the appointaient process. 138

This was an example of a chief defender being let go with neither a public process nor a public explanation. Often, in these
situations, employers claim the opacity is to protect the privacy of the employee, but in none of the examples in this article did
the chief defender seek that privacy. It was done for the benefit of the employer, not the employee.
C. The “Show Me” State
Even when there has been no suggestion a chief defender was forced out, political issues can prematurely speed their exit.

Michael Barrett was the chief public defender for Missouri, then one of the most poorly funded offices in the nation. 139 At
one point, he tried to appoint the governor--his previous employer--to a case, in order to get his attention about the problem of

underfunding and excessive work. It did not succeed. After four years *48 as chief public defender he was done. 140 One of
the pressures Barrett faced was the attacks on his lawyers. The Missouri Supreme Court put a Columbia-based public defender
on probation for a year for neglecting clients because he had too many cases. 141 In response Barrett said:

Last month, the Missouri Supreme Court warned public defenders that they must follow the ethics rules just like every other
lawyer, and that the answer to an excessive caseload was to either quit or decline to accept more cases than can be handled
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ethically. Now the court tells us that we are indeed not like other lawyers and we must first get the court's permission before
declining a case on ethics grounds. 142

This was years after the state's highest court had clearly stated that courts could not meet their Sixth Amendment obligations

merely by appointing counsel; courts instead must appoint competent counsel. 143 Competent counsel means a lawyer, not just
unburdened by too many clients, but also free from conflicts. 144

Sometimes, the way to silence a vocal chief defender is to simply ignore their efforts long enough that they just leave in
frustration. Barrett, a respected public defender, with previous years of public service, was put in an impossible position--asked
to ignore systemic violations of the constitutional right to effective assistance of counsel. 145 No ethical lawyer can put up
with that.
D. Problem in Houston
Harris County, Texas, is the third largest county in the United States, 146 encompassing Houston, the nation's fourth largest

city. 147 Before 2010, the county never had a public defender of any kind. 148 It was known for a patronage system of criminal
appointments made by partisan elected *49 judges to private lawyers--often their own campaign contributors. 149 A couple

of lawyers even slept during portions of capital murder trials, 150 and others carried high-volume caseloads that were too large

to be competently handled. 151 Elected judges frequently appointed friends to cases even when case volumes greatly exceeded
accepted standards. 152 The majority of criminal court judges were former prosecutors, elected on law and order platforms, and
satisfied that the system both convicted and punished quickly. 153

The Harris County Public Defender's Office was established in 2010. It faced political opposition even before it started. 154

The office was later studied over time and found to provide better representation than the previous system. 155 It was lauded
by national experts. 156

In 2016, two nonprofit civil rights organizations filed a class action lawsuit in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of Texas on behalf of misdemeanor defendants who had been detained in the Harris County jail due to their inability

to afford cash bail. 157 The county, its sheriff, misdemeanor judges, and criminal law hearing officers were defendants. The
plaintiffs sought alternatives to money bail. The defendants refused to concede that the system, which often kept misdemeanor
defendants in jail until they pled guilty, violated due process or equal protection. 158

A majority of Harris County Commissioners Court, the county's *50 legislative and executive body, voted to pay millions of

dollars to outside counsel to fight the suit. 159 All but two of the sixteen misdemeanor judges opposed settlement. The chief
public defender was an at-will employee of the commissioners court, separated only by a board whose members were all selected
by the commissioners court, including judges and commissioners. In 2018, he faced termination over allegations of misconduct,
the most prominent being cooperating with the plaintiffs in the lawsuit and the media concerning bail reform. 160

By the morning of the commissioners court meeting at which the termination issue was on the agenda, local, state, and national
bar associations had sent representatives and letters in support of the chief public defender. The NAPD, with 17,000 members
and 120 organizational members, wrote in part, “An independent public defender must be able to advocate for his or her
clients independent of the county or state organization that funds the public defense function” signed by its 26-person steering
committee. 161

The Harris County Criminal Lawyers Association's president told the Houston Chronicle, “[The commissioner] is retaliating
against [the chief defender] because he aided the litigants in the bail lawsuit, which is what his job is, and he does his job
well.” 162 Both he and the president of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association appeared and spoke on behalf of
the chief defender. The National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers sent a representative who said, “To punish [the
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chief defender] for doing his job would undermine the legitimacy of the entire system.” 163 That same morning, the Houston
Chronicle published an editorial from its board, stating in part:
It's bad enough that Harris County officials have wasted $6 million in taxpayer money to defend an unconstitutional bail system
that has long freed the rich and let the poor languish in jail. Now they're wasting our time with a new kind of injustice: ridiculous
allegations hurled at the *51 county's respected Chief Public Defender Alex Bunin.
***
“The county cannot tell us that because they have a position in a lawsuit, that we can put that above and beyond our client's
needs,” Bunin said. He isn't the only county official to speak out against an unconstitutional system. He's the only one who isn't
elected, which leaves him vulnerable to retaliation. 164

After hearing from various speakers, including the chair of the public defender office's board, commissioners court took no
action and referred the matter to the board. A few months later, the board issued an opinion exonerating the chief defender. 165
The commissioners court never took up the matter again.

Five months later, two members of commissioners court were voted out of office, changing its political majority. 166 The same
happened to the misdemeanor courts, with fifteen judges replaced with members of the other party. 167 Soon after, the federal
bail lawsuit was settled, and new local rules were adopted freeing virtually all misdemeanor defendants on unsecured bonds
and requiring no cash payments--the exact position the chief public defender had urged. 168
E. Litigation in Pennsylvania
Montgomery County, Pennsylvania is just northwest of Philadelphia. 169 In 2020, the chief public defender of the county, Dean
Beer, and the deputy chief, Keisha Hudson, were under fire for refusing to withdraw an amicus brief criticizing the county's bail
policies. 170 In particular, they complained that the county did not provide counsel to defendants at their initial bail hearings
and that the defendants' ability to pay cash bail was *52 not considered. 171

A local judge allegedly called the chief defender into his office, and the judge was “visibly upset, as he held a copy of the

amicus brief.” 172 The judge was said to have stated he believed the brief was inaccurate and that, if the chief defender did not
withdraw it, the judge would no longer abide a pretrial program the defender supported. 173 The judge allegedly asked the chief
to publicly state the brief was “wrong” and apologize to him. The judge threatened a disciplinary complaint against the chief. 174

The Montgomery County Board of Commissioners, the chief defender's governing authority, ordered him to withdraw the brief,
and he did. 175 Even though the brief was withdrawn, both the chief and his deputy chief were soon fired. 176

About 100 supporters of the public defenders protested the firings on the courthouse steps. 177 The commissioners court refused
to reconsider the terminations. In response, the two sued the county for retaliation and for violating a whistle blower statute.
The county moved to dismiss by claiming the plaintiffs were acting pursuant to their official duties and therefore not entitled
to free speech protections.
In July 2020, the Quattrone Center for Fair Administration of Justice, at the University of Pennsylvania School of Law, issued a
report in response to the events in Montgomery County. 178 It was neither publicly released nor acknowledged by the county's

commissioners court. 179 Chief among the recommendations was to create a nonpartisan governing board to oversee the office,
something that still does not exist. 180
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*53 About a year later, the county settled with the plaintiffs, paying them damages of $310,000. 181 The defenders were not
reinstated. The settlement was not public, and there were no court findings, but the county previously admitted in its pleadings
that:
[A] public employee's speech is protected by the First Amendment when: (1) the employee spoke as a citizen; (2) the statement
involved a matter of public concern; and (3) the government employer did not have an “adequate justification for treating the
employee differently from any other member of the general public as a result of the statement he made.” 182

Therefore, in settling the suit, it can be presumed the county conceded Beer and Hudson spoke as citizens in urging bail reform.
The defendants later claimed that they had submitted to a study from a center associated with Temple University's law school 183
and allegedly promised to follow its recommendations for defender independence. 184

Around the same time that the chief and deputy chief public defenders sued over their firings, the ACLU sued Montgomery
County on behalf of local citizens complaining that the firings of the public defenders violated Pennsylvania's Sunshine Act--

a law requiring a vote on the firings to take place at a public meeting. 185 That lawsuit was settled in the plaintiffs' favor in
July 2021. 186 However, while that lawsuit was pending, the ACLU sued the county again. This time because the county's

correctional facility retaliated against ACLU lawyers, preventing them from visiting clients. 187 It is unclear that Montgomery
County learned any lessons from these unsuccessful retaliations. There is no evidence they adopted recommendations from
either of the two academic reports regarding the state of public defender independence in the county.
*54 III. TWO STUDIES OF INDEPENDENCE
Below are two systems that have been studied. The first, generally had a good reputation for funding, workloads, and a lack of
political interference. The second, has been hampered by the conflict between its mission and the role of its oversight authority.
It bears repeating that there is no single perfect system, but evaluating current practices gives guidance about what works and
what does not.
A. A Gold Standard
Over more than 50 years, many have termed the federal public defense structure “the gold standard” for other criminal law

appointment systems to aspire. 188 That perception was based mostly on the adequate funding and limited workloads that
have existed among federal public defenders, nonprofit community defenders, and the private lawyers compensated under the
Criminal Justice Act of 1964 (CJA). 189 Of the 94 federal districts, 91 are served by federal public defenders or community
defenders. 190

In recent years, there have been more questions about the independence of the CJA, which is overseen by committees of judges

and managed by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts (AO). 191 Budget cuts and reorganization of that system
in 2013 raised the intensity of the discussion about the federal defender independence. 192 There were calls for a freestanding
agency outside the judiciary, a national board, and local boards. 193

*55 In 2017, a committee of federal judges, academics, federal defenders and private lawyers, chosen by United States Supreme

Court Chief Justice John G. Roberts, issued a report on the state of the CJA. 194 The report's main conclusion about federal
public defense was, “The needed course of action is clear: Congress should create an autonomous entity, not subject to judicial
oversight and approval.” 195 The report made 35 interim recommendations as part of a transition from judicial oversight to
an independent administration of federal public defense with its own direct funding and management. Regarding the current
condition of federal public defender independence, the report stated:

Several federal public defenders testified to the Committee that the nature of the appointment cycle--a four-year term with no
presumption of reappointment-- creates a destabilizing environment in which they feel hamstrung as managers of their offices
and, in some instances, beholden to the judiciary. Some federal defenders told the Committee they were reluctant to ask for
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staff increases, even when desperately needed, fearing such requests would negatively affect their prospects for reappointment.
Several defenders even said they felt pressure to base hiring and budgeting decisions on the preferences of individual judges,
rather than the best interests of their indigent clients, to bolster their chances of reappointment. 196

The entire report was never adopted by the Judicial Conference of the United States. 197 Neither were its recommendations
for independence embraced. A memo from the AO, issued about a year later, sent to federal defenders and private attorney
representatives, stated that only nineteen of the interim recommendations from the report (some modified) had been adopted

by the Judicial Conference. 198 The sixteen omitted recommendations included those either increasing defender independence
or restricting judicial oversight. The adopted recommendations mostly covered additional training.
The following year, another memo from the AO stated the Judicial Conference adopted twenty-nine of the thirty-five interim

recommendations from the Cardone Report (ten more). 199 These related to vouchers for private lawyers, CJA plans, capital
appointments, and training. None of the first six recommendations creating structural change were included. The changes
resulted in some increased independence for defenders, but not sweeping change. The rest, including whether there should be
an independent federal agency, are still being studied.
*56 B. A Dependent System
In determining optimal independence for public defenders, it is helpful to look at what clearly is not independence. The least
independent public defender model is exemplified by State Counsel for Offenders (SCFO), which represents Texas prisoners

charged with crimes while in the custody of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ). 200 TDCJ “manages inmates
in state prisons, state jails, and private correctional facilities that contract with the TDCJ.” 201 SCFO reports directly to the
Texas Board of Criminal Justice (TBCJ), which is “responsible for hiring the executive director of TDCJ and setting rules and
policies that guide the agency.” 202

In other words, the public defenders who represent Texas prisoners work for the same authorities who oversee the prisons
where their clients are incarcerated. The same board that supervises them and sets their budget chooses the head of all Texas
prisons. The board itself is chosen by the governor. Therefore, regardless of how SCFO actually performs, there is not even an
appearance of independence. A former head of the SCFO trial division was joined by other lawyers in beseeching the TBCJ
that “interference and influence from state prison officials essentially made it impossible for them to do their jobs-- namely, to
defend poor inmates accused of committing crimes inside Texas prisons.” 203

In 2017, the State Bar of Texas Legal Services to the Poor in Criminal Matters Committee issued a report on SCFO (SCFO
Report). 204 Although the report was not published by the State Bar itself, it was based upon surveys of current and former

SCFO lawyers, and prosecutors from the State Prosecution Unit (SPU), 205 as well as published materials. 206 The report based
its assessment on the ABA's Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System. 207

*57 Of the thirty-one persons surveyed, nearly 84% of respondents either strongly disagreed or disagreed that SCFO was
adequately independent from TDCJ management, that it had adequate control over its own budget, and that it did not need

additional operational independence to effectively represent inmate clients. 208 Over three-quarters strongly disagreed or
disagreed with the statement “SFCO's policies and office rules do not hamper zealous representation of SFCO's clients to the
full extent permitted by law.” 209

Eighty-seven percent strongly disagreed or disagreed that SFCO had adequate resources to effectively represent clients. 210

Over 80% strongly disagreed or disagreed SCFO lawyers were able to adequately retain expert services. 211 Seventy percent
of respondents either strongly disagreed or disagreed with the statement that SCFO attorneys “have sufficient independent

discretion to adequately represent their clients.” 212 Ninety percent strongly disagreed that SCFO had equal resources,
compensation, and treatment as the prosecutors. 213
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Specific comments by respondents indicated that the director and management of SCFO were negatively influenced by their

control from TDCJ and their relationship to TDCJ. 214 Respondents said SCFO lawyers were prevented from employing trial
strategies that private lawyers might use, such as subpoenaing TDCJ officials, maintaining privileged communications with

clients, or taping inside TDCJ facilities. 215 Restrictions on equipment and travel were also sources of complaints. 216 Other
objections were high caseloads, high turnover, and a lack of internal training or support. 217

Another indicator of SCFO's lack of independence is a comparison to its adversary prosecuting agency, SPU. SPU has an
independent board which chooses its director, and has higher salary ranges and adequate appropriations. Prosecutors can,
therefore, pay more for experts and have more administrative support.
Even before the report, SCFO had been criticized for inattention to the plight of prisoners facing civil commitment, a program
that detains those convicted of sexual violence indefinitely beyond their sentences. 218 “The situation got so bad that starting
in 2014, the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association began discouraging members from taking jobs with *58 the
office.” 219 Although many competent lawyers have worked at SCFO, and served their clients well, it is not a structure that
prizes independence or innovation.
IV. REMEDIES
Some very thoughtful suggestions have already been offered to protect defender independence. This portion of the article will
review those suggestions. There is unlikely any single innovation that will provide complete independence to public defenders.
Defenders will always rely upon a funding authority that must divide money among various agencies, often with competing
interests, whether the oversight is nonpartisan, or even if the public defender is a stand-alone agency. To suggest a single fix for
all jurisdictions ignores that diverse models of public defense have succeeded in different places, both government and private.
However, there is reason to believe that a combination of these ideas can be effective in protecting defender autonomy.
For example, compare three public defender organizations that are each different in funding, oversight, and jurisdiction. The
Public Defender Service of Washington D.C. (PDS) is a government-funded model in a city-sized jurisdiction. It is funded by

the federal government and has an eleven-member board of trustees. 220 The National Legal Aid and Defender Association
(NLADA) issued a glowing report titled: PDS: A Model of Client-Centered Representation. 221 PDS touts its independence
even though it can potentially be subject to the whims of Congress. 222 Much of their confidence is due to strong leadership,
community support, and history of success for clients.

The Bronx Defenders is a nonprofit corporation operating in one borough in New York City. 223 It is funded by a contract

with the city, grants, and private support. 224 Started in 1997, it began with a mission termed “holistic defense.” 225 By serving
the community beyond traditional criminal defense work, it developed strong support locally and spread its *59 message
nationally. 226 The Office of the Colorado State Public Defender is a statewide government entity covering urban and rural

counties across the entirety of Colorado. 227 The state has a single public defender with offices across the state. 228 A fiveperson public defender commission is appointed by the state's chief justice. The office has received national respect for its
leadership, staff, and results, including in high profile capital cases. 229

All three organizations are considered excellent models, which have protected their independence in various ways. Probably

the most important characteristic they share is adequate funding and reasonable workloads. 230 As described above, the lack
of these stifle defenders' ability to deal with any other issues or to argue for independence. However, when both factors exist-which helps any office regardless of the structure--then they promote independence.
A. Structural Changes
Structural changes are needed to modify the position of the public defender office within the criminal legal system. The Cardone
Committee recommended moving the federal public defense from the federal judiciary to become an independent federal
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agency. 231 This is an example of a dramatic change that may have substantially good or bad effects, however, there are other
ideas for structural changes:
i. Defender General
One idea is to create a national protector of public defense called a “defender general.” 232 The defender general could receive
appropriations *60 and authority to fund states and localities through grants. 233 This would not completely fund all offices
in perpetuity, but with grant conditions mandating higher quality, the office could improve public defense across the country.
However, the Defender General may be more of leader with a bully pulpit than someone with actual powers to set binding
policy. The power to fund is the real ability to control what defenders do and nobody has yet seriously argued that the federal
government will pay for all public defense in the United States. No government has eagerly embraced this role. 234

A more limited suggestion for a defender general is that they practice before the United States Supreme Court as a mirror image
of a solicitor general, but only in criminal cases. 235 Senator Cory Booker introduced legislation to create such an office, but
it was not passed. 236

Since public defenders represent individual clients, it is much more difficult for any defender general to act unilaterally. An
attorney general can instruct all subordinate prosecutors to adopt certain stances. A defender general cannot require defense

lawyers to do anything that would conceivably disadvantage any client. 237 Still, it would be beneficial to have a national voice
speaking up when priorities and resources for public defenders are put at risk.
ii. Oversight Authority
Another idea is simply to move defender offices under a larger umbrella than local governments or local courts. Those locally
controlled systems are subject to the agenda and control of a small group of elected officials or judges that may be unfriendly to
defender independence or even the office's mission of public defense. A statewide system diffuses the reach of any local attack
upon public defense, but it does not work well if the state is not committed to full funding. 238 The example of abolishing death
penalty resource centers shows even a national program is not sheltered from politics. 239

The Cardone Report recommended independent oversight for the federal public defense system. 240 Those systems already
exist in some states. The statewide commission is best suited to distribute grants, set best *61 practices and standards, such as
workloads. 241 They can advise counties about establishing new public defense programs.

Merely moving defender programs among different branches of government is rarely a solution by itself. 242 One suggestion

is to give chief public defenders the powers of an inspector general within the executive branch of state government. 243 That
would give the office some leverage in the power to investigate other executive branch agencies. However, there is currently no
consensus on whether this or any other structural change guarantees defender independence. At a minimum, whoever oversees
chief defenders should not be able to hire and fire them without a transparent process.
iii. Elections
Electing public defenders, who then seek an appropriation of funds to run their offices, is one method intended to increase
independence. It removes bureaucratic and political control over them. The chief defender answers to the voters. However, as
with elected judges, it is unclear that more democracy is what is needed. At least district attorneys and attorneys general have
easily defined issues like “progressive reform” versus “tough on crime.” The job of public defender is often misunderstood,
and the position is likely to appear somewhere low down on the ballot.
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Elected public defender systems currently exist in four places: San Francisco, California; Lancaster County, Nebraska;

Tennessee; and Florida. 244 Such a system has been far from a uniform solution. These election-based systems typically involve
partisan elections in jurisdictions where one party dominates. Sometimes, that means a very qualified defender is elected even
when all insiders (including the majority party), know the candidate has a different political allegiance than the majority party.
In other elections, a candidate has appealed to the majority with a “law and order” campaign--effectively a platform against
one's own prospective clients.
*62 The latter situation has often ended badly. In 2008, a public defender running for the majority party was elected in Florida's

Fourth Judicial Circuit on the promise that neither he nor his attorneys would accuse the police of lying. 245 When he was

elected, the police department threw a party, which he attended. 246 In 2013, a series of stories in the Florida Times-Union
revealed he had inappropriate relationships with women: hiring them based on their attractiveness, drinking with them in his
office, inviting them to shower with him. Those stories alleged he fired those women after his wife came into the office and
demanded it, and then his chief of staff deleted public records. He was later fined and suspended from the practice of law. 247

Elections can help protect chief public defenders from the problem of being surreptitiously removed on manufactured claims of
misconduct or poor performance when the real reasons involve citizen speech. However, elections do not assure protections from
underfunding or political attacks that can make reelection difficult. Losing party support or being cast as protecting criminals
are possible results for those who buck the system. In the alternative, a public defender can become not only dependent, but
compliant, if the process does not value defendants.
iv. Increase Offices
Studies of public defenders (at least those not severely handicapped by lack of resources) show they get better results for their

clients than private lawyers who accept court appointments in criminal cases. 248 There have also been studies that prove how
defenders' work can be limited in order to provide both the best representation for individual clients and maximize the service
they provide to their funding authorities. 249 Even in rural areas, counties can combine to create regional offices, maximizing
their value when individual jurisdictions are financially stretched or have few *63 criminal cases of their own. 250

Creation and use of public defender offices should be a universal goal in all jurisdictions in the United States. Making defenders
more prevalent gets all jurisdictions acclimated to their needs. There is also power in numbers. Defenders can then better support
one another in seeking independence.
B. Cultural Changes
Cultural changes are those which affect how defenders are perceived by those within the criminal legal system and outside of
it. If public defender offices are merely insular agencies with a limited function in each case--that begins at appointment and
ends at disposition--then they will have little support beyond the fact that someone must represent poor criminal defendants.
Changes that seek to reduce recidivism and unite communities will enhance the work and perception of public defenders.
i. Participatory Defense
A recent phenomena is called “participatory defense.” 251 This organizes persons who face criminal charges, their families, and
their communities, to educate them about what they are facing and fight for systemic reform in the criminal legal system. 252
They usually work in coordination with public defender offices, and typically share the same goals, but have the perspective
of those involuntarily subjected to the system. Because they represent many independent voices, they are able to advocate on
behalf of public defenders from outside of the office.

Participatory defense is also under the umbrella of community-oriented defense, which seeks to ally public defenders with
their local community to foster mutually constructive relationships. 253 The role of public defense is inherently a community-
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oriented job, because the public defense role is designed to serve local citizens. 254 The more support from the *64 community,
the more independence a public defender office has.
ii. Holistic Practices
The Bronx Defenders defined holistic defense with four pillars: (1) “seamless access to services that meet clients' legal and
social support needs[;]” (2) “dynamic, interdisciplinary communication[;]” (3) advocates with an “interdisciplinary skill set[;]”
and (4) “a robust understanding of, and connection to, the community served.” 255

The term “holistic defense” covers anything that supports a client outside the traditional frame of their charged criminal cases--

i.e., that beyond appointment to disposition in their criminal cases. 256 This includes addressing immigration consequences,
health services, housing, benefits, and any other legal or social needs that will disentangle clients from the criminal legal system.
The tenets include a client-centered practice, partnering with the community, addressing systemic problems, collaboration with
others, and public education. 257

Holistic defense has proven to be successful. 258 It results in lower incarceration and removes obstacles to keep defendants from
succeeding once they have left the criminal legal system. Holistic defense occurs from the beginning of a case, and because
it is client-centered, it is done in cooperation with clients. It is within the confidentiality of the attorney-client relationship. It
has been described as a “crime prevention” strategy. 259

So-called “reentry” programs are involuntary court-ordered treatment and supervision, such as out-patient drug programs.
Clients may need help in ways reentry programs are not set up for--e.g., attaching benefits, addressing civil liability, housing,
employment, family disputes, expunging criminal records, etc. Reentry does not honor client choice in the way holistic practices
can.
*65 iii. Alliances
An idea that has always existed, but should be recognized as a tactic for public defender independence, is unity with private
appointed lawyers. Private appointed lawyers typically welcome the assistance and support of public defenders with their own
cases. In turn, they can support public defenders when they are under attack on policy grounds. 260

Local private lawyers have come to the aid of a besieged chief defender because they respect the work of the office and they

benefit by support the office provides the bar generally. 261 Public defender offices often provide continuing legal education,
trial clothing for defendants, and research support. Private lawyers belong to local, state, and national criminal defense lawyer
associations that have strike forces that often respond to attacks on defense lawyers quickly and effectively. 262
iv. Internal Changes
As stated in the aforementioned ABA principles, every public defender office should have a nonpartisan board as a buffer

between the office and its funding source. 263 However, the term “nonpartisan” is insufficient. Simply being unaffiliated with
a political party does not assure neutrality.
Boards should reserve spots for those who support the concept of fully funded public defense but have no favoritism for or
against the particular office. Therefore, although active law enforcement, prosecutors, and judges should clearly not be involved
with supervising the office, neither should private lawyers who accept criminal court appointments. They may share some
criminal legal goals, but they are competing for work.
Regardless of which branch of government funds public defenders, there should be an oversight board that is not only
nonpartisan but diverse and supportive. “Diverse” means a broad section of the community that is affected by the criminal
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legal system. “Supportive” describes those who agree with the general aims of public defense but have no conflict with the
specific organization.
Ideally, each public defender office would have an oversight board and each jurisdiction would also have a board or

commission. 264 Local boards recommend the hiring or firing of a chief defender to local government. The chief should also
report to the local board on a regular basis, at least quarterly.
*66 Representatives from local bar associations with criminal defense experience, but that do not personally accept court
appointed cases, are good potential board members. Professors of law or criminal justice, unelected community leaders such
as clergy, or those who work at nonprofit organizations are appropriate. The board should also represent the racial, ethnic, and
gender diversity of those in that system. Among the bar associations and nonprofits, special attention to communities or groups
without a strong voice in the criminal legal system should be considered (e.g., a nonprofit for immigrants' rights).
A broad coalition is important: not only because they will support the public defense mission from different perspectives but
because it gives the office a larger voice in the community. Conservative political philosopher Ernst van den Haag described

the genius of American democracy as “institutionalized mutual mistrust.” 265 Therefore, even positions that may seem at first
glance appear to be in opposition to that mission can be appropriate. For example, a director of a domestic violence clinic serves
persons who may alternatively be victims and defendants.
v. Data
Beyond the data needed to set reasonable workloads for lawyers, data are an essential tool for the modern public defender. 266

Gone are the days when anecdotes alone could justify a budget increase or new initiative. 267 Defenders have long been behind
on advances in technology. 268

Virtually all public defender offices have adopted electronic case management systems, though some offices are still
deficient. 269 These are essential, not only for internal reporting, but also to gather data for systemic change, including
litigation. 270 Statistical reports can be powerful tools to convince courts of when a problem exists and how to solve it. 271

*67 Funders and overseers have demanded performance measures to assure defenders are both efficient and cost-effective.

Data are needed to support those measures. 272 This can require timekeeping by task to make sure certain essential work is done,
and adequate time is being allocated for that work. Setting the type of workload standards described above requires tracking
data to create the workloads and more tracking to apply them. 273

When defenders have control of their data, they are better able to address discussions about the effectiveness of their work. 274
It allows defenders to show when they are doing well and to seek resources when they are hindered by underfunding and
overwork. 275 Increased knowledge is a means to independence and a goal by itself.
vi. Media
Traditionally, public defenders were only mentioned in the media in relation to their clients' cases or occasionally about

underfunding issues. Today, public defenders are regularly sought for their opinions on policy and law. 276 Even when reporters
do not reach out to them, defenders are more proactive in holding press conferences and media events. This does not even
cover defender use of social media and websites to get their messages out to the public directly. An organization was started
just for this purpose. 277

Defenders also rely on others with a broader media presence, like celebrities, to get their messages out. 278 Public defenders in

Philadelphia *68 worked with members of the NFL's Eagles on the issue of bail reform. 279 Sometimes an athlete or musician
will get public attention to issues that public defenders cannot do alone.
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vii. Politics
After having previously warned that political issues threaten defenders, it seems incongruous to argue that public defenders
should consider politics as one of the remedies to seek independence. However, even the majority of public defenders, who do
not run in partisan elections, are unavoidably enmeshed into the politics of their jurisdiction. They ignore them at their peril.
Politics are remedial when the defender is allied with political forces who share the mission of defenders and can assist them.
This is not always limited to aligning with progressives. Conservative judges and politicians often believe that there is great
value in making sure good lawyers are properly given resources in order to competently prepare and try cases, both for reasons
of fairness and to reduce appeals and post-conviction litigation later. There can be a point of agreement from both ends of the
political spectrum when all can be educated on how holistic and client-centered practices reach common aims.
Politics are also divisively partisan, and this can be a trap for careless chiefs. Aligning oneself with a political party may be
required for elected public defenders, but it can be an unnecessary distraction for those ultimately appointed and reviewed by
partisan politicians. Whichever party is in control will affect how well the chief defender is perceived and how well they can
negotiate.
The best approach may be to keep one's alliances to their nonbusiness hours and make decisions based only upon principles
that best enhance public defense. Liberals may support services that can lead to lower recidivism. Conservatives may advocate
reducing or eliminating unnecessary criminal laws. Each may have different reasons to support public defense and there is no
reason to discourage well-intentioned support unless it comes with strings attached.
C. Legal Changes
Legal changes are actual changes in the law or the criminal legal system itself. It takes independence simply for public defenders
to become *69 involved in these processes. Defenders urge legislation that contradicts the demands of law enforcement and
prosecutors. Engaging in litigation about systemic reform is always controversial. Both can provoke government overseers to
pick a side, often the side of law enforcement and prosecutors.
i. Legislation
Defenders can take an active role in that process. In 2015, in reaction to a judge's refusal to appoint public defenders in postconviction cases, the Harris County Public Defender's Office drafted language for SB 669, which was signed into law as
CODE CRIM. PROC. ART. 11.074.

280

TEX.

The statute requires Texas judges to appoint counsel in post-conviction writs of habeas

corpus when the prosecution agrees relief is justified. 281 The change was particularly important in a large urban jurisdiction
like Harris County, where systemic errors, such as flawed forensic testing, can result in mass exonerations, but only by filing
petitions for writs of habeas corpus, pursuant to Texas law. 282
ii. Lawsuits

Lawsuits by outside groups can force governments to address systemic injustices without putting the public defenders in the
cross hairs. Even when it is clear the public defenders support a lawsuit, keeping them out of the innumerable skirmishes
that come up during litigation lowers animosity towards them. Similarly, media reports of injustice are less likely to provoke
retaliation against public defenders than protests made directly by defenders themselves. Those outside the relationship between
defenders and their oversight authorities can be a valuable buffer.
Governments are unlikely to allow defenders to use taxpayer dollars to sue them. Therefore, it is almost always outside nonprofit
organizations who bring lawsuits regarding underfunding and overworking public defenders, resulting in detriment to their
clients. Those situations are typically well known and do not require defenders to seek the litigation. Defenders and criminal
reform nonprofits are often in regular contact and support each other on various policy issues. Stepping in to sue on behalf of
defenders is usually a result of those relationships.
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*70 Litigation is sometimes about issues that support the interests of public defenders' clients and their cases. For instance, a
class action lawsuit was brought in New York City to end the police policy of stopping and frisking citizens without reasonable
suspicion of a crime. 283 In Galveston, Texas, the ACLU took the county to federal court over failing to provide counsel to

defendants at their initial bail hearings. 284 In New Orleans, the Civil Rights Corps sued the county for impoverishing defendants
by an endless cycle of court costs, fines, and fees. 285 On other occasions, the federal government should step in. 286
iii. Judges
In the past, most judges did not have experience as public defenders. This was due to a lack of public defender offices and the
fact that the position was not seen as a path to the judiciary. President Joe Biden is the first United States president to actively

seek candidates for the federal bench with previous tenures as public defenders. 287 Additionally, many public defenders have
recently been elected to state judgeships in partisan races. 288

No current or former public defender has ever been appointed to the United States Supreme Court. Justice Thurgood Marshall,
who retired in 1991, was the last justice with criminal defense experience. Six of the current justices have worked at the
Department of Justice, mostly as prosecutors. 289 It will be a sign of respect and recognition when the first public defender
ascends to the Court. That lawyer will likely come from an office that is known for its independence.
*71 CONCLUSION
Independence for public defenders is an important but elusive goal. The first step is to assure adequate funding and reasonable
workloads. The lack of both promotes a system in which defenders are reluctant to push for their clients' rights for fear of
punishment by termination, overwork, and insufficient compensation. Acquiescence will not suffice when protecting criminal
defendants' most cherished constitutional rights. The price of that freedom is eternal vigilance.
However, even when reasonable funding and workloads are obtained, there need to be a variety of protections in place to assure
the transparency and due process needed for public defenders to seek systemic changes. Structural, cultural, and legal devices
should be employed to avoid attacks on public defenders. There are constitutional protections when they speak out. Defenders
should not fear for their jobs if they want to be heard on issues that benefit their clients, even those that inconvenience the
governments who fund their work.
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